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Aero Students Seek to Extend UAV Capability
NPS NEWS April 5, 2001
By Javier Chagoya
 
The need to improve designs in autonomous or uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAV) that fly into hazardous
airspace has become more apparent in the last few days than perhaps ever before. Today’s UAVs collect imagery,
which aid in targeting for pre-strike verification and battle damage assessment. The design courses taught at NPS
seek to expose future Naval aerospace engineers to disciplines and tool kits they can use to identify viable
aircraft systems and beyond.
NPS and NASA’s Ames Research Center (ARC) established a joint institute in 1986 that provides NPS
students with opportunities to perform their thesis research in an ARC laboratory.
Conrad Newberry, NPS professor of aeronautics and astronautics, teaches several courses, that guide
students through aircraft design. In these courses they are able to use advanced computing software tools that are
compatible with those used in the aeronautics and aerospace industry. Concept aircraft are built from the ground
up with the use of modeling, nondestructive testing and wind tunnel evaluations among other disciplines.
How do teams arrive at a design? The students first brainstorm for designs that have been tried and true.  Each
member of the team addresses the pros and cons for a particular platform. Each come from different aviation
communities and regard the aircraft they train on as a better candidate than the other person’s choice. They may
not all agree and the discussions can get very heated. But that didn’t happen with this team according to project
engineer Lt. Cmdr. James Johnson. “As team leader, I found it necessary to wield the argument to a design that
got our team working right away.” 
However, as part of the presentation format, they did explain and show why
four other basic designs didn’t make the cut. Their audience of engineers and in this case, their customer, came
from top aviation manufacturers like Lockheed and Boeing, including experts on materials and propulsion
systems from NASA’s ARC. “The design team gains a terrific advantage from the immediate feedback from
these experts,” said Newberry.
“The proof of what students gain from creating a concept design on a computer and through their analysis and
judgment, only comes from a rigorous critique from experienced aircraft engineers,” added Newberry.
This is why Newberry invites aviation industry experts to the Request for Proposal (RFP) presentations.
Each student is assigned a component of the aircraft over the two-quarter period of their courses
(AA3272/AA4273), and as a team demonstrate how a particular component of an aircraft will perform from
launch to recovery. There are months of tests and analyses, the re-evaluating of data and last minute tune-ups to
meet proposal requirements. Many factors shape up the aircraft’s characteristics and a large amount of time goes
into polishing the team’s presentation.
The presentation is a pitch to a hypothetical client who asks engineers to meet requirements for a
particular aircraft design and to produce it within their cost constraints for its manufacture. 
Newberry’s latest team of students wrote their own RFP. Keeping the design bar at least equal to what a
hypothetical client might ask for, they also had to keep in mind the boundaries of reality.
During the critique process, much of the teams’ performance data can get shot down because of flaws in
data capture and wrong assumptions in the initial approach of the design.
This term’s students (U.S. Marine Corps Capt. Todd Caruso; Lt. Cmdr. Jim Johnson, Lt. Karl Garcia and
U.S. Marine Corps Maj. George Ehlers) bring to the drawing table a conceptual aircraft design built around an
uninhabited aerial vehicle (UAV) platform, which has a Multi-Role Endurance capability. 
The name of the UAV, “Flipper,” gets its moniker because of how the aircraft orientates its flight attitude
after take-off. The intent of the design teams’ concept aircraft is to support amphibious operations, while
minimizing hazardous over-flights for pilots in a reconnaissance role.
Their UAV model is configured to land on Navy destroyers, fast frigates and guided missile cruisers in a
very short take-off and landing (VSTOL) envelope. Aside from landing on these types of ships, they could easily
launch and recover from carriers and amphibious flattops.  The team targeted the lighter ships as a launch and
recovery platform because of their forward placement in the battle group. Its portability and the use of
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interchangeable payloads make it consistent as an organic asset for the smaller ship.  Its integration to the ship is
key and VSTOL allows for a narrow landing zone. The most significant variation of this UAV as compared with
current construction aircraft is its stealthier radar contact signature. 
Theoretically, the aircraft fuselage is rotated with the aid of two small five-horsepower turbo fan engines
located at each wing end, which brings the main engine to the topside inline with the twin vertical stabilizers,
thus reducing its heat and reflective solid signature.  The small engines are also used to maneuver the aircraft into
its vertical landing position.
The panel of experts were impressed by the design but pointed out that the team investigate further the
inherent problems of directional flow of power as the wing motors pivot the aircraft to land.
“The loss of control would be disastrous if airflow ducting conflicts over the surface of the wings as the small
engines rotate to achieve a balanced vertical position,” said two experts in the audience.
The aircraft’s endurance performance analysis was thought to be overboard but the team argued the
multi-role mission and payload interchangeability as a qualifying point to have the extra powerful engine.  Their
ultimate goal in the project was to make a UAV that could carry out many missions with extended ranges in one
package. The aviation experts liked the overall presentation and gave the students a thumbs up on their design.
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